Wiring diagram electric baseboard heater

Not only are they effective but they're so subtle and provide an even flow of heat most people
have come to appreciate. Some of the benefits include:. Installing a baseboard heater is simple.
There are two brands that we carry requiring hardwire installation, Cadet and QMark. First, we'll
review Cadet. Determine where you want to install the heater. The seam at the junction of the
wall and floor behind the heater should be caulked to prevent dust from being drawn into the
room. The heater should also be flush against the surface of the wall. Place it either under a
window, along an outside wall, or as close as possible to an outside door. Do not install heater
beneath an electrical outlet. The heater may sit directly on any floor surface, including carpet.
Do not allow the carpet to block lower air intake located 1 inch from the bottom. Be sure it is
clear of all obstructions and that there is a 12 inch clearance between the heater and drapes.
Determine which side of the baseboard you plan to wire. It can be wired to the right or to the left
of the unit. You must locate supply wires before mounting the heater. Verify that the electrical
supply wires are the same voltage as the heater. For example, V heater to a V power supply.
Remove the slotted knockout closest to the supply wires and install a strain relief connector.
Mount the heater securely to the wall with nails or screws. They must go into at least two wall
studs. The back of the heater has star punch dimples that allow nails or screw to pierce the
sheet metal. Connect the grounding lead to the grounding screw. Both sides of the heater
include a grounding screw. Double check the wiring to be sure the electrical supply wires are
the same voltage as the heater. If wiring on the left, disconnect factory connector A. If wiring on
the right, disconnect factory connector B. Only disconnect one factory connector. For watt
applications: Connect the remaining supply wires to both the black and red wires. For watt
applications: Connect the remaining supply wire to the remaining black wire. Leave the red wire
disconnected and cap loose end with an approved wire connector, or wrap loose end with
electrical tape. If you're looking at how to hardwire a baseboard heater, you probably want to
install a thermostat as well. Below are some instructions on how to setup your thermostat.
Follow the installation instructions above for mounting and wiring your baseboard heater and
you're all set! Follow installation instructions for mounting and wiring your baseboard heater
and you're good to go! Decide where you want to install the heater. Do not install heater against
vinyl wallpaper, paperboard, or low-density fiberboard surface. For best results, place the
heater under a window. Mount the heater flush against the wall. If need be, remove molding. Be
sure the heater is clear of all obstructions and that there is a 6 inch clearance between the
heater and drapes. Mark the location on the wall or floor for the power supply entry into the
heater. Set the heater aside and drill an appropriately sized hole into the wall or floor. The
baseboard heater can be wired to the left or the right. Remove the left or right junction box end
cap by removing the screw at the end of the heater and sliding the cap off. Remove the front
cover of the heater by removing the screws located in the lower corners. Pull the bottom of the
cover outward and lift the top of the cover off the junction box. Remove the top of the cover off
the center bracket and off the immediate supports. Remove the appropriate electrical knockout
from the back of the heater and thermostat accessory if needed. The supply wiring can enter the
raceway without using a knockout if needed. Install the power supply wires into the heater and
thermostat location as determined by the thermostat option selected. If you're moving the wires
through the knockout, be sure to use a cable connector and leave inches of wire for heater
connection. If the power supply enters through the hole at the bottom of the junction box, a
cable connector is not required. Locate wall studs closest to the supply wires and position the
heater against the wall. You can use a stud finder to do this. Drill punch or use a nail driver to
put holes through the back enclosure at stud locations. The heater includes nail point marks
showing correct locations for mounting holes. Connect supply wire to the heater. Remove the
wirenut and connect heater leads individually to power supply leads. Replace the front cover by
fitting the top lip of the cover onto the tabs of each junction box and top edge of the element
support brackets. Rotate the cover downward, pushing the bottom corners inward. Install two
screws through the cover into the junction boxes. Be sure the bottom of the cover connects to
each bottom support bracket. Use this guide in conjunction with the manufacturer installation
instructions, and you'll have your heater up and running in no time. How did you get the idea to
create your helpful YouTube videos? I got the idea to make YouTube videos after searching for
a video Read More. There's a perfect solution for heating any room in your home, and we want
to help you find it. When it comes to heating your Read More. Dual Zone Wine Fridges. Black
Stainless Steel Fridges. Black Stainless Steel. Outdoor Beverage Fridges. High Velocity Fans.
Outdoor Misting Fans. Some of the benefits include: Easy maintenance Zonal heating Low
profile design Low operating temperatures Neutral colors Extremely quiet Temperature
accuracy within degrees of settings Safe choice with built-in thermal cut out Draft-free heating
Fins for widespread coverage Installing a baseboard heater is simple. Installing a Cadet
Baseboard Heater. Remove the wiring compartment cover by removing the screw. For standard

baseboard wring on the right or left V or V supply. Connect one supply wire to one heater wire.
Connect remaining supply wire to remaining heater wire. Replace wiring compartment cover
and secure with screw previously removed. Turn power back on at the electrical panel board.
Multi-watt baseboard heater right or left wiring V or V supply. Connect one supply wire to the
upper black wire. Before proceeding, you must decide whether you prefer or watts. Turn power
back on at the electrical panel board If you're looking at how to hardwire a baseboard heater,
you probably want to install a thermostat as well. Single pole wall thermostat Route supply
wires to the thermostat wiring box if not already present. Connect one supply wire to one
thermostat wire marked L1. Route remaining thermostat wire marked T1 to the baseboard
heater. Route remaining supply and ground wire to the baseboard heater. Double pole wall
thermostat Route supply wires to the thermostat wiring box if not already present. Connect
remaining supply wire to other thermostat wire marked L2. Route remaining thermostat wires
marked T1 and T2 to the baseboard heater. Route ground wire to the baseboard heater. Replace
the end caps and secure with screws. You May Also Like. Make certain you do not find the
heater beneath a current wall outlet. Wiring a v baseboard heater may be the images we located
online from trustworthy resources. The most important reason to purchase and put in a
thermostat in your house is to regulate room temperatures and maintain your comfort levels. In
any case, the thermostat is quite simple to use and you are able to get to understand how to use
every function in very less time. Electronic thermostats have higher precision temperature
sensors and quick switching. Both of these service wires come in the panel together with a
ground wire typically the ground is a whole lot of strands that surround the hot wires.
Baseboard Heater Wiring is one of the photos we found on the internet from reliable resources.
A circuit is usually composed by several components. A 30 amp circuit such as this might be
found in older installations for clothes dryers and perhaps a kitchen cooking range too. The
reduce voltage across both ends of a certain heater usually means that the maximum
temperature is lower than usual. This means that every heater will get the whole volts, and each
one is going to draw the amperage it was created to so as to reach its highest possible
temperature. Within this arrangement the volts is across the combo of the 2 heaters and each
heater will see just a part of the volts. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Monday, February 22, Home Technical Ideas. Technical Ideas. Please enter
your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address!
Load more. All wiring diagram resume here! We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best
experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy
with it. Ok Privacy policy. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no
relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. Here we explain
wiring sizes, ratings, fusing, and overcurrent protection for electric heaters and electric
baseboards, followed by notes on the proper location for electric heating baseboards to avoid
overheating or fires. Sketch at page top courtesy of Carson Dunlop. Watch out : Turn off power
source to the heater before attempting installation, maintenance or repairs. Lock, tape or tag
circuit breaker or fuse so that power cannot be turned on by accident. Failure to do so could
result in serious electrical shock, burns or possible death. The sketch at above right handles a
common electric heat wiring detail where this special electric heating wire has not been used.
Since usually our electric heaters are V and require two hot wires, it's common for an electrician
to run conventional NM plastic electrical cable or BX armored cable to the heater. In order to
avoid confusion during future electrical work, the white wire of the black-and-white wire pair is
wrapped with black electrical tape wherever its ends are exposed for wiring connections. This
tells future electricians that this is a "hot" wire, not a neutral wire. Overcurrent protection for
electric heat : Electric V heaters also should be powered from circuit breakers using a common
trip tie or fuses that are linked together - we don't want just one leg of the circuit to be turned off
or to trip off in an emergency. Below is a table of typical electrical circuit wire sizes and circuit
protection or breaker sizes for electric heat installations, adapted from information from Knig
Electric, a manufacturer of electric heaters. The original source is cited at the end of the table.
Total Electric Heater Watts : this is the total wattage of all of the electric heaters connected to a
single electrical circuit of the size given in the table. That electrical load might be by just one
heater or by several heaters all on the same circuit. As you'll read below, for electric heater
circuits the circuit sizing is performed assuming continuous operation. In the table we are
showing the maximum electric heater size, measured in watts or Amps, that can be safely used
when connected to the electrical circuit wire size and breaker size given in the last two columns.
Heater Amps in this table is the maximum continuous electrical current loading, measured in
amperes, that the electric heater will draw or create on the circuit. Electrical circuit ampacity is
the amount of electrical current, measured in amperes, that the wire conductor can carry
continuously without overheating. Overheating electrical wires can damage wire insulation and

is a fire hazard. When the electrical current drawn on the heating circuit is equal to or less than
the maximum circuit load permitted by wire size and circuit breaker rating, the circuit and
breaker and heater have been properly matched. Wire Type: Assuming the electrician has
selected the proper type of copper wire for the heating circuit. Aluminum electrical wire
sometimes found in older homes will be one size larger. Watch out : while aluminum wire may
already be present in some older homes, because of a serious fire hazard, we do not
recommend using aluminum electrical wire for electric heat nor for other general use circuits in
buildings. Here are some suggested safety details to avoid a fire from electric baseboard heat.
Sketches courtesy of Carson Dunlop. Watch out : Before attempting to install your heater, verify
that the power supply wires are the same voltage as the heater you are installing. The best way
to check for proper voltage is by using a voltmeter, testing between supply line 1 and 2.
Connecting a Volt heater to a Volt circuit will destroy the heater, could cause fire damage,
personal injury or death, and, voids all warranties. On by mod - Fitting cabinets or shelves in
front of heaters: fire hazard vs other damage if household items too close to heat source.
Agreed that Alison's photo shown earlier is not a fire hazard, Dan: thank you for commenting
and for helping to clarify the difference between electric heat hazards and hot water heat
hazards. For clarity I also add that depending on the cabinet materials and on what's stored in
the cabinet, the cabinet or its contents could be damaged by the heat from the baseboard.
Because of limited space, a shelf that stood in front of the convector and that had any
appreciable surface would have projected too far into the room, so we notched the shelving
side and lower shelves to allow a large top shelf while still fitting this shelf unit around the
heating convector. Watch out : We took considerable care to both fit the cabinet to the
convector and also to position shelving and shelf contents so as to not block air inlet at the
shelving bottom nor heat outlet at the convector's outlet fins near its top. Otherwise, a shelf
filled with books or other contents may block air flow into at its bottom or out of the heating
convector, reducting its heat output into the room and either making the room chilly or
increasing heating costs unnecesssarily. That looks like a hot water baseboard heater under the
cabinet Whole different thing than electric Should be OK. On by mod - safe to build a cabinet
around heating baseboards? Keep drapes and curtains at least 10" some sources including
CDA say 8" above electric baseboards, and at least 3" in front of them. The reason for the 1"
floor clearance is also to allow air to circulate. Circulating air both helps the heat to enter the
occupied space and it also helps prevent the curtain from becoming too hot. Watch out : For hot
water heating baseboards, radiators, convectors close to cabinets or shelving, the issue is more
one of heat damage to nearby items. The cabinet in Alison's photo isn't curtains as noted in the
article above but present other concerns. Notice that there appear to be vinyl LP records on the
bottom shelf behind that open door? If that's what we're seeing, cooking your vinyl records over
any sort of heating baseboard is likely to warp and ruin them! Hi there. Is it safe to build
cabinetry around a baseboard heater, if so, how far above the heater should the cabinetry be
placed. For example, in this image, the cabinetry is built right on top of the heater. With
apologies that I have to speculate because I don't understand why vinyl siding material would
be indoors in a building, there could be an odor and off-gassing problem of placing a hot
baseboard against vinyl material. Installing baseboard heater in three season room can I mount
on wood floor against vinyl siding apron sq ft. Anon Thanks for the suggestion - that will help
other readers. While a short in any heating thermostat wiring is an important defect, for electric
heat wall thermostats a short in the thermostat wiring is a particular hazard since it's at higher
voltage. However a shorted thermostat won't give insufficient heat. It'll give no heat, or
continuous heat, and risks a fire. Sometimes thie wire heat up inside the thermostat and can
cause Sparking,resulting in Insufficient Heating,Check this First! Heater coils in supply air
opening, found half with heating coils, while half without heating coils. Leo: Given the poor
track record of some FPE equipment such as its circuit breakers and electrical panels, and
given that your FPE controller has failed, it would make sense to have a new replacement
electric baseboard heat thermostat installed. They're pretty generic and are widely available.
Your electrician may want to take a look at your present installation, but generally it's a simple V
circuit. On by Leo no email. We mostly use our wood stove to heat this area and rarely even
need the baseboard heaters, but this has been a cold winter and we need them to work. How
can we diagnose the failure Is it possible the heaters went out? We're lost! Reader comment:
May 10, Max says: said: Safety is always the 1 concern and you have effectively addressed the
issue. Informative and well-focused. Great work! Regards from Max Stout. Try the search box
just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will
respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment
contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your
posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask

us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Tel: Email: info
carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and
report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners
operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the
back of the volume. Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram â€” baseboard heater wiring diagram,
baseboard heater wiring diagram, baseboard heater wiring diagram , Every electrical
arrangement is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component should be set and
connected with different parts in specific way. If not, the arrangement will not function as it
ought to be. To be able to be certain the electric circuit is constructed correctly, Baseboard
Heater Wiring Diagram is required. How does this diagram assist with circuit building? The
diagram offers visual representation of an electric structure. However, the diagram is a
simplified variant of the arrangement. It makes the procedure for building circuit easier. This
diagram provides information of circuit components as well as their placements. There are just
two things which are going to be present in almost any Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram. The
first component is emblem that indicate electrical component from the circuit. A circuit is
usually composed by various components. Another thing that you will discover a circuit
diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show exactly how each element connects to a
another. The positions of circuit parts are relative, not accurate. The order is also not plausible,
unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to put component in a place relative to
other elements within the circuit. One thing you have to learn before reading a circuit diagram
would be your symbols. The most common elements are capacitor, resistor, and battery. There
are also other components like floor, switch, engine, and inductor. It all rides on circuit that is
being assembled. As stated earlier, the lines in a Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram signifies
wires. Occasionally, the cables will cross. However, it does not mean connection between the
wires. Injunction of two wires is generally indicated by black dot in the junction of 2 lines.
Colors are also utilized to differentiate wires. Commonly, there are two chief types of circuit
links. The first one is called string link. Due to that the electrical current in each component is
comparable while voltage of this circuit is complete of voltage in each component. Parallel link
is more complicated compared to string one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every
element is similar. It is because the component is directly connected to power resource. This
circuit contains branches which are passed by distinct electric current levels. The present joins
together when the branches meet. There are numerous things that an engineer should pay
attention to when drawing wirings diagram. To begin with, the symbols used in the diagram
should be precise. It should represent the exact element required to build an intended circuit. It
is also highly suggested that engineer draws favorable supply and negative supply symbols for
better interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative source emblem is put under it. The current flows
from the left side to right. Along with that, diagram drawer is recommended to limit the amount
of line crossing. The line and component placement should be made to lessen it. Since you can
begin drawing and interpreting Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram can be a complicated job on
itself. The advice and tips that were elaborated above should be a fantastic kick start, however.
Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram. Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€”
craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn mower ignition
switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every electric
structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component ought toâ€¦. Each component
ought to be placed and linked to other parts in specific mannerâ€¦. Gm 2 Wire Alternator Wiring
Diagram â€” gm 2 wire alternator wiring diagram, Every electrical structure consists of various
diverse parts. Each part ought to be placed and connected with other parts in specific way. If
not, the structure will not function as it oughtâ€¦. Gallery of Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram.
Related Post to Baseboard Heater Wiring Diagram Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring
Diagram Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower
ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding
lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various
distinct pieces. Ask a Question! Install and Wire a Baseboard Heater. Converting Baseboard
Heating to Radiant Heating Susan, from Albuquerque, New Mexico asks: I am trying to buy a
thermostat for a radiant floor system and remove the baseboard heaters in the same room.
There is a double pole circuit coming from the breaker, the size of the bathroom means a Volt
floor mat. With V coming in and the end being V, what type of thermostat is required Volt or
Volt, or do they make thermostats that convert the voltage? The baseboard heater system will
still need to be connected in other rooms so I can't adjust the circuit breaker without a lot more
work. Susan, I can see that you do not have a clear understanding about circuits, voltage and
thermostats as it pertains to your new radiant floor heating systems so let's discuss this a little.
The new radiant heating system must be designed separately from the existing baseboard

heating system - they cannot be on the same circuit because they have their own individual
circuit requirements and thermostat controls for their specific areas. Here's what I would
suggest: Design an entire radiant floor system for the size of the room with all of the
components that will be supplied from one source as a package. This would include the floor
mat, temperature sensor and or the thermostat that typically has gfci protection built right in.
Most radiant floor heating systems can be either volt or volt. When possible I always choose
volt because it will be much more efficient to operate and the wiring components are much the
same as a volt circuit. Do You Need Electrical Help? By Dave Rongey Summary: Installing a
Baseboard Heater Circuit: Wiring a baseboard heater thermostat and electric panel circuit then
wiring connections for the installed baseboard wall heater. Instructions for converting
baseboard heating radiant heating. Baseboard Electric Heaters for the Home. The electric
baseboard heater uses convection to circulate air. When installed correctly and positioning
under a window area, the electric baseboard heater case causes air to flow naturally. Cold air
falls from the window area as the warm air rises from the heater, causing the air to gently
circulate throughout the room. The electric baseboard heater is the number one choice for low
cost installation, and the quiet operation makes it the preferred heater for bedrooms. A wall
mounted thermostat is recommended for optimum performance. Work in electrical panels is not
recommended for homeowners, non-experienced individuals or non-electricians. Estimated
Time : Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools and install or volt
electrical circuit wiring and the location and access to the room for the electric heating unit.
Precaution : Identify the main circuit of the panel, turn it OFF and Tag it with a Note before
working with the wiring or installing the or volt wiring and circuit breaker. Notice : Installing an
additional volt circuit should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a
permit and be inspected. Most baseboard heaters will require a dedicated circuit. The size of the
circuit will depend on the total watts that will be required. Adjustments to consider depending
on your application. Use a minimum of watts when used in a bathroom. Use used as
supplemental heat use 5 watts per square ft. In colder climates below 20 degrees F use the next
larger size or up to 15 watts per sq ft. Size to the next larger size when calculations are mid way.
Accessories: Programmable thermostats are available for most brands of electric baseboards,
for precise temperature control and increased energy savings. A single pole or double pole
bimetal thermostat is also available to install into either end of the baseboard heater. Since an
electrical outlet may not be installed above a heater National Electric Code , some brands offer a
duplex outlet which can be installed in either end of the baseboard to meet local building codes.
To switch between the baseboard heater and a cooling unit, optional controls are available as
well. Inside corner connectors are available to fit various designs, such as corner window areas.
The following discussion explains a typical installation and also describes some problems to
avoid as identified below. New Electric Baseboard Heater The design is simple, yet functional.
The heat output depends on the length of the baseboard heater. The number of baseboards and
length will depend on the size of the room. Electric Baseboard Heater Thermostat Various
thermostat controls are available to help regulate the desired temperature and provide optimal
efficiency. Thermostat options may depend on the voltage that you select. Baseboard Heater
Electric Panel Circuit Baseboard heaters generally require a dedicated circuit depending on the
size and voltage of the selected unit. See the specifications for the brand that you are
considering. Baseboard Heater Electric Wiring A typical circuit is installed to the location where
the baseboard heater will be installed. The wiring should be installed into the baseboard heater
using a protective bushing or cable connector. The cable shown here lacks the 1 inch required
amount of cable sheathing to enter inside the connection enclosure and the ground wire has
been cut too short. Baseboard Heater Wiring Connections This example shows how the power
is brought to the heater using a surface raceway. Ideally the baseboard heater should not rest
on the floor or carpeting such as shown in this photo. Baseboard Heater and Thermostat A
thermostat mounted at either end of the baseboard heater provides temperature control,
however a wall mounted thermostat will be more efficient and may control more that one
heating unit depending on the calculated load of all units and the load capacity of the wall
thermostat. Baseboard Wall Heater Installed Baseboard electric heaters provide an easy
solution for heating most rooms. Consult the manufacturers specifications and installation
information for the unit you choose. NOTE: Flammable materials must be kept 12 inches away
from baseboard heaters. See your installation manual for complete details. Baseboard Electric
Heater Top of Page -. Helping You Wire it Right. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level
experience, ability to work with tools, install electrical circuit wiring, and the available access to
the project area. Electrical Safety: Identify the panel circuits found in the project area, turn them
OFF and Tag them with a Note before working with the electrical wiring. Electrical Wiring Pa
ford f150 parts manual
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rts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials for home wiring projects should be approved
for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes
and Inspections: Installing additional home electrical wiring should be done according to local
and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Recent Testimonials I think your
site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on
the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul,
from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going.

